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Duel of the Snakes
Dan Voinis
A naturalist and filmmaker embarks on a trek into the wilds of South Texas to find two giant snakes, the Texas Indigo Snake and the Western Diamondback Rattlesnake, who are locked in a bitter battle for survival.
14:00

Kevin's Story
Ian McGar
A day of struggles and triumphs ensue in the life of a child living with life threatening cancer.
8:36

A Valentine's Day Special: Bob Schneider and the Moonlight Orchestra
Jackson T. Ingraham
Take a peek into Bob Schneider’s annual Valentine’s day show at the ACL Live Moody Theater, featuring the Moonlight Orchestra.
3:30

Press Pause
Mychal Warner
Some of us get to stay safe at home while in quarantine. For many others, like my girlfriend, bringing work home can be dangerous.
10:44

We Can't Stop Thinking About It
Grace Stanley
After months of protests on campus, the Coalition Against Sexual Misconduct delivers a list of demands to the university President.
11:46

The Red Path
Aabiya Noman Baqai
A father-daughter duo takes us through their grassroots organizing journey in Austin.
8:00
Face to Face Screen to Screen
Ziming Xie
What is our relationship with the screens in our phones and computers? How do we see the world through them?
10:00

Funusual Goes Live
Katherine Corley
Two friends and co-entrepreneurs prepare for their first event as a new business—an immersive mystery dinner theatre featuring a jewel heist in India.
15:06

Backroads: Mineral Wells, TX
Megan E. Neely
Along the backroads of Texas there are many charming small towns, but few with the unique history or strong resilience as Mineral Wells.
7:00

José For DA
Chandler A. Evans
A look inside the campaign of Travis County district attorney candidate Jose Garza on election day.
10:20

How to get kicked out of your University
Brooke Rader & Logan Longoria
As two best friends are coming to the end of their college careers, they decide to check off their bucket list the only way they know how: with mischief.
10:15

Maya Amore
Adam Bucheister
This is a documentary about Maya. She’s the best.
10:19